Building a model of the blue cone pigment based on the wild type rhodopsin structure with QM/MM methods.
Understanding the mechanism of color tuning of the retinal chromophore by its host protein became one of the key issues in the research on rhodopsins. While early mutation studies addressed its genetic origin, recent studies advanced to investigate its structural origin, based on X-ray crystallographic structures. For the human cone pigments, no crystal structures have been produced, and homology models were employed to elucidate the origin of its blue-shifted absorption. In this theoretical study, we take a different route to establish a structural model for human blue. Starting from the well-resolved structure of bovine rhodopsin, we derive multiple mutant models by stepwise mutation and equilibration using molecular dynamics simulations in a hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics framework. Our 30fold mutant reproduces the experimental UV-vis absorption shift of 0.45 eV and provides new insights about both structural and genetic factors that affect the excitation energy. Electrostatic effects of individual amino acids and collaborative structural effects are analyzed using semiempirical (OM2/MRCI) and ab initio (SORCI) multireference approaches.